Rock Bodham 2018
Early indications show that Rock Bodham 2018 has been a successful event
with gate numbers estimated to be around 1000 people on Saturday 28
July. A breezy afternoon put pay to the bouncy castle but the bands stepped
up and we had a great day. Artists from near and far entertained the crowds
in the afternoon before The Yow Yows took to the stage just after 7pm. It
was then that the heavens opened a a short but very sharp shower dampened
the ground but not spirits, as some took for cover in the beer tent, and others
stayed out and danced in the rain, not willing to miss any of one of North
Norfolk's favourite bands.
The rain soon abated and the sun came back out, and The Stereotypes and
Dulcet Tones got people back outside and dancing before DJ Hagster closed
the night at 11.15pm. A massive thank you to all our volunteers who helped
on the gates, BBQ and Bar over the day, we could not have done it without
you.
Sunday's events moved to The Red Hart Inn. The forecast rain moved the
events inside the pub, but as the bands came on the pub started to buzz with
people, and sing-a-longs with Jack Daniel and a fantastic closing set from
Sons of Poets finished the weekend in style. Thanks must go to Tim, Elaine,
Martyn and their staff for hosting us on Sunday, and we hope they had a
successful day.
Thanks to all our bands, who perform free of charge, for the benefit of our
local charities and village organisations. We are so fortunate that our bands
and performers are willing to give up their time for our village. As always,
though, we could always do with more support from villagers, so as we get
ready for Rock Bodham 2019 (July 27) come and get involved!
Full reports and a range of photos will be posted online, at
Facebook.com/rockbodham, on Twitter, and on Instagram.
Please find us there.
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